
Beijing’s is supposed to be the most expensive Olympic Games ever 

eg compared to Sydney Olympics 

If we just compared China’s GDP per capita with Australia’s GDP per capita we might 

conclude that China’s expenditure is unwarranted? Perhaps scandalous? 

 

But what if we compare China’s total GDP with Australia’s total GDP? 

 

Go further and ask: what might be the economic, political and social benefits to justify 

why a developing country like China would spend such a huge amount? 

 

 - think tourism for the future 

 

 - think facilities which will be there afterwards to be used once the Olympics is 

 over: key question: how many people will use the facilities after the Olympics 

 is over? Contrast with Sydney: think “numbers”, “size” and “economies of 

 scale” 

 

 think world political relations of mounting a massive successful event on a 

 genuine “world scale”;  

 

 Are human beings still “animals in the Darwinian jungle? Respecting might? 

 



Long term economic impact of the Opening Ceremony at Beijing 

Without doubt, absolutely the most magnificent Opening Ceremony ever, combining 

“Old China” themes with “New China” themes: compare with any other Olympic 

Opening Ceremony (Sydney, Montreal, anywhere...) 

 

What did China depict as the four great Chinese contributions to world civilisation? 

 

This was an incredibly efficient building of facilities (all on time, and all working 

perfectly) 

 

Incredible stamping of five star rating for China’s ability to host any international event, 

eclipsing even US. 

 

Undoubtedly, the successful hosting of the Beijing Olympics has given great support to 

China’s claim to be a “World Power”?   

 

It will have an impact on China’s role in the IMF, WB, WTO, UN ?   

 

With enormous long-term economic value long after the Olympics is gone. 



What about the other international sports? 

Keep following the Commonwealth Games in India 

 

Q: What might be the themes of an Indian Olympics?  What major Indian contributions 

to world civilisation? (hopefully NOT Bollywood!) 

 

What use of the facilities after the games are over? 

 

The FIFA World Cup in South Africa 

 

The African contribution to world civilisatin 

 

Q: if the Olympics were held in a Pacific country, what might be the contributions to 

world civilisation of Fiji, Solomons, Vanuatu, Tonga, Kiribati, other PICs? 

 

What about our expenditure on the South Pacific Games? 

 

There is more to sports than meets the eye!!! 


